Initial Use
Power On
Press and hold the Power On button for sec, the watch will be powered on.

Connection
After activating the Bluetooth on the watch and cellphone, they will process matching after the cellphone finds your UKER smart watch. The watch can be used when connected.
Notification and Reminder

When connected, the SMS, calls and Internet news on the phone will be pushed to the UKER smart watch. Enter the notification function under the main menu for checking history. There is process confirmation reminder on the screen when proceeding some settings about UKER; press back button to cancel or CONFIRM button to confirm.

Incoming call rejection

User can choose mute, or rejecting the call when there is an incoming call.
Music control

When connected, press the CONFIRM button to enter menu, the player on the phone can be controlled in music control function on watch.

Remote camera

Enter the UI of remote camera, just turn on the phone’s camera to achieve controlling the shutter through the watch.

Sport Tracking

After entering the Sport menu, press the CONFIRM button again to turn sport mode.
Clock Configuration

The time of the watch will be automatically updated after connects to the phone. If need to configure manually, you can press the CONFIRM button to enter the main menu, then edit the current time after choosing “Date and Time”. UKER also contains multiple styles of the watch dial; you can select one of these styles.

Timer and Stopwatch

There is timer and stopwatch function for users’ more convenient service.

Search cellphone

When connected, enter the cellphone searching mode and start the phone ringtone, then you can find your phone by following the ringtone.

Power off

Power off after confirming in the power off function.

Watch resetting

The watch will restart and recover to factory by using the watch function.
Back light activating
The watch will be automatically lighted up when get the reminder message. Or press "Back/Power on/Back light to light up manually.

Charge
Indicate the charge status under the main menu while the watch is been charging and indicate the fully charge status after charging completes.

Others
1. UKER smart watch supports IP54 water resistance which can prevent the water-drop splashing but putting it in the water is not allowed. Close the USB cover after charging.
2. Using under 500mA, the charging period is not so long that avoid the damage to the battery because of overcharging.
3. Restart the watch by pressing and hold the Back button.
4. Standby time is 3-6 days under Bluetooth connected to the phone status; standby time is 7-10 days under the status of clock function only and Bluetooth is turned off.

Note: the black/white graphic of charging and fully charged warning is determined by the selection of the screen background.
How to set up correct language.

The original interface:

1. Step One: Choose “设置” and Press “OK” to confirm it.

2. Step Two: Select Chinese words “语言设置” and Press “OK” to confirm it.

3. Step Three: Select “English” and Press “OK” to confirm it to finish language settings.